WHAT DOES THE GEMATRIA HAVE TO SAY ABOUT STEVEN MACON GREER
By David Ben Ya’akov

Dr. Steven Macon Greer is an interesting character. In the last Gematria study, we looked
at Richard Dolan who is the new Prince of Disclosure, but it is people like Greer that established
the foundation that has made careers like that of Dolan possible.
SHORT BIO BEFORE WE START:
Steven Macon Greer (June 28, 1955) is an American ufologist and retired traumatologist
who founded the Center for the Study of Extraterrestrial Intelligence (CSETI) and The
Disclosure Project, which seeks the disclosure of allegedly classified secret UFO
information.
Greer was born in Charlotte, North Carolina, in 1955. He claims to have seen an
unidentified flying object at close range when he was about eight years old, which
inspired his interest in ufology.
Greer was trained as a Transcendental Meditation teacher and served as director of a
meditation organization. He received a B.S. degree in biology from Appalachian State
University in 1982 and an M.D. degree from the James H. Quillen College of Medicine of
East Tennessee State University in 1987. He attended MAHEC University of North
Carolina where he completed his internship in 1988 and received his Virginia medical
license in 1989. That year, he became a member of the Alpha Omega Alpha Honor
Medical Society.

Greer founded the Center for the Study of Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence (CSETI) in 1990
to create a diplomatic and research-based initiative to contact extraterrestrial
civilizations. The official statements regarding its intentions also included a new category
of extraterrestrial encounters, namely CE-5 or 'close encounters of the fifth kind'. This
was defined by Greer as human-initiated contact and/or communication with
extraterrestrial life. Since its inception, the organization has spent anywhere between
$3.5 million and $5 million to achieve its goals.
The organization claims to have over 3,000 confirmed reports of UFO sightings by pilots,
and over 4,000 proofs of what they describe as landing traces. This refers to incidents
where UFOs have supposedly left behind trace evidence, such as electromagnetic
readings, after landing on Earth. The organization utilizes 'Rapid Mobilization
Investigative Teams' with the aim of arriving at landing sites as quickly as possible.
CSETI has defined a protocol for human-initiated contact with UFOs using
consciousness.
In 1993, he founded the Disclosure Project, a research project whose goal is to disclose
to the public the government's alleged knowledge of UFOs, extraterrestrial intelligence,
and advanced energy and propulsion systems. The Disclosure Project was founded in an
effort to grant amnesty to government whistle-blowers willing to violate their security
oaths by sharing insider knowledge about UFOs. Greer says he gave a briefing to CIA
director James Woolsey at a dinner party, although Woolsey has stated that he listened
politely.

In October 1994, Greer appeared in Larry King's TV special The UFO Coverup?[20] In
1995, Greer worked as a physician at the Department of Emergency Medicine at
Caldwell Memorial Hospital, where he was chairman.
In 1997, Greer, along with other members of CSETI, including Apollo astronaut Edgar
Mitchell, made a presentation at a background briefing for members of Congress. In
1998, Greer gave up his career as an emergency room physician in favor of the
Disclosure Project.
In May 2001, Greer held a press conference at the National Press Club in Washington,
D.C. that featured 20 retired Air Force, Federal Aviation Administration, and
intelligence officers.
Greer authored Unacknowledged: An Exposé of the World's Greatest Secret in 2017. The
book is also the subject of a 2017 documentary film, titled Unacknowledged, directed by
Michael Mazzola.
I presented this short biography of Dr. Greer for a few reasons. First, I like people that
have a conviction and stick to it. Second, Dr. Greer is a contemporary of mine, roughly three and
a half years older than me. Also, just as men like Jim Wilhelmsen, myself, Lynn Marzulli, and
other believers in Yeshua have set a foundation of researching UFOs, aliens, and the paranormal
using Biblical standards, and have had our work sometimes accidentally “borrowed,” so have
men like Dr. Greer, who will always be known and acknowledged by me as the father of
Exopolitics. Third, he is a doctor and is analytical, he thinks things through using processes and
although I do not agree with his mission or his conclusion, I can honor his methods. Lastly,
although his mission is contrary to the cause of Mashiach, he will be used to play an important

role in the return of Mashiach Yeshua. He is setting up the world for a deception that Scripture
says will inundate the world and mankind until Yeshua’s return and in ways will necessitate
Yeshua’s return. So, in a way, he is causing us harm, but ultimately he is playing his role to bring
about our blessed hope, Yeshua’s return. Medically, he’s like the measles that I had when I was a
young boy, it made me sick but it gave me immunity to the measles. Greer’s reality will bring
about hell on earth, but the end will justify the means. The enemy will use him for evil purposes,
but Yahveh will be the victor when it is all over.
Note: His biography says that he was a teacher of Transcendental Meditation. This will play
much into our study. Transcendental Meditation is defined as:
Transcendental Meditation (TM) refers to a specific form of silent meditation and the
organizations that constitute the Transcendental Meditation movement. Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi created and introduced the TM technique and TM movement in India in the
mid-1950s. Advocates of TM claim that the technique promotes a state of relaxed
awareness, stress relief, creativity, and efficiency, as well as physiological benefits such
as reducing the risk of heart disease and high blood pressure. The technique is also
purported to allow practitioners to experience higher states of consciousness.

GEMATRIA WORDS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO TO STEVEN MACON GREER:
Fifty Five – This is quite clear to recognize, seeing that Greer was born in 1955.
Forbidden Knowledge – Again we have a direct hit. Steven Greer published a book in 2006
titled, “Hidden Truth – Forbidden Knowledge,” where he asserts his disclosure after talking to
over 450 military and other officials about the UFO phenomenon. One could take this gematria

value to mean that Greer has gleaned some military secrets from these military and other experts
and knows about a revelation that is coming to us in the future, possibly the near future.
It is also interesting that the fruit on the Tree of The Knowledge Of Good and Evil was
called forbidden fruit. By the very name of the tree it is suggested that by eating the forbidden
fruit, Adam and Chava gained a knowledge that they were not meant to have. Furthermore, in the
book of 1 Enoch, Yahweh is chastising the fallen angels by telling them that the secrets that they
brought down to earth and revealed to mankind were junk knowledge. Yes, it was forbidden, but
probably because the knowledge that they gave to the Daughters of Men led mankind further into
rebellion.
Steven Greer practices altered states of consciousness when he practices Transcendental
Meditation. I sat outside of one of these meetings at my workplace when I had to bring patients
to a Buddhist class. The woman leading the class told the class that they had to shut off their
“Monkey Minds,” and tune into the consciousness of the universe. What people like him fail to
realize, or if they are agents of evil, they do realize, that shutting down your brain relinquished
your sovereignty to your self and it allows a doorway for other things, nasty and wicked things to
enter the mind and often the heart.
I cannot say for sure, but when Steven Greer practices TM and shuts his mind down he
allows the beings that he is an advocate for to enter in and fill his head with all sorts of junk. It
would be like connecting your computer to the dark web with nothing to prevent others from
accessing your computer, stealing your information, and taking the machine over.
Donald Trump Is The Antichrist – I think that Trump knows about the plan of the enemy to
take over the earth and that it will be a cosmic deception. Also, I believe that this is why he

established the Space Force, possibly in an attempt to stop a cosmic invasion. I think that it
would have been in vain because these entities can open portals in various parts of the world
without having to enter the atmosphere.
Now, does Greer believe that Trump is the antichrist? Well, that is all dependent on who
you consider “The Christ” to be. If you consider Christ to be Yeshua, the Messiah of the Bible
then yes, Trump is a contender. However, if you believe that the “Christ” is the “Christ
Consciousness,” that the New Age awaits then it’s possible, that some would consider Trump to
be the antichrist. The formation of the Space Force would have allowed the New Age to bestow
upon him that moniker. Either way, Trump is suspect.
Charles Darwin – Charles Darwin is the founder of Darwinian Evolution. A major
concentration of this belief system dictates that animals evolved by mutations over billions of
years from a simple single-celled organism into the plants and animals that we have today. Those
who practice TM are adherents of Buddhism whose core belief is that through endless
generations of rebirth (reincarnation) a person can evolve (spiritually) to achieve Nirvana or the
Brahman. The full name of Darwin’s book is often hidden because it is purely racist, “The Origin
of Species by means of Natural Selection or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle
for Life”. Those that practice TM and the New Age could rightfully call their book, “The Origin
of A New Species by Means of Spiritual Selection or The Preservation of Favored Religions in
The Attainment of Nirvana.” Steven Greer I would assume figures that this evolution could be
realized if Aliens could help us to evolve into Homo Deus.
Newspaper – Steven Greer has appeared in articles in many newspapers. Also, he was a feature
on a Larry King special on UFO exposure.

The Sound of The Trumpet – The Bible speaks repeatedly about the Sound of The Trumpet. In
the Tanakh, it was a call to a solemn assembly or a call to arms. In the Brit Hadasha (New
Testament), Paul talks about Yeshua coming to receive His own at the “Last Trump.” The Book
of Revelation talks about 7 Trumpet blasts that produce angels that pronounce judgments against
mankind.
Revelation talks about a time when there is a lull between the 6th and 7th Trumpets.
During this lull, an angel proclaims that “Time Will Be No Longer.” The Greek words translate
out to mean, “Something that once was has changed and become something else.” This can only
mean that for a short while linear time will be eliminated, or melded with interdimensional time.
I believe that UFOs and fallen angels disguised as Aliens will have been here for about 3.5 years
at this point, as will the Nephilim. At this time I also believe that Yahweh will begin to judge
mankind and the powers of darkness. The Church will be ushered up at that last Trumpet and
will escape these judgments because Scripture is clear that Yahweh’s people are not appointed to
His wrath.
We should take note that Greer is in favor of making legislation that would protect the
“aliens” when they come. Maybe that’s why all recent laws involving “illegal aliens” and
immigration in general use the term “individuals,” instead of “people,” because people always
denote humans and humans alone. Individuals can be any animal, plant, or even a single
bacterium. Greer’s legislation will make it so that when fallen angels do arrive, they will have
equal and unfettered rights alongside human beings and any kind of hybrid or hubred.
Radioactive Human – Steven Greer is not convinced that alien abductions occur because of
aliens, but asserts that the phenomenon is most of human origin in an attempt to give the “aliens”
a bad name. In one of his disclosure articles, he factors in the inhumane act of abduction (a

human endeavor) with other experiments, including testing radioactive substances on an
unsuspecting public:
The use of reverse-engineered ET communications technology for disinformation
purposes via abductions and the like also allows for the testing of such systems to
evaluate their efficacy and reliability. For those who believe that the testing of such ‘nonlethal’ weapons on the civilian population by covert operations is unthinkable, remember
the covert testing of radioactive substances on innocent civilians during the Cold War. In
1993, the Department Of Energy (formerly Atomic Energy Commission) and its
leader,Hazel O'LearyHazel O’Leary, released documents disclosing the fact that
innocent civilians had been deliberately contaminated with plutonium and other toxic
radioactive substances to simply see what the effect would be. It was reported that
plutonium was actually put on the oatmeal of children in an orphanage to see what effect
it would have! The same sociopathic excesses of those secret plutonium testing projects
are being replayed in spades in the civilian sector with simulated ET abductions of
innocent humans, so-called cattle mutilations (also largely of covert human origin) and
related covert projects. We may not want to believe this, because it seems just too
horrible. But the longer we live in denial, the more we will be led down the primrose path
of deception and the manipulation of our minds and emotions. [Source:
https://siriusdisclosure.com/cseti-papers/abductions/]
I can’t advocate for mankind because Greer in a sense is right. Humans have done
unspeakable things to other humans throughout history. However, to throw out aliens as the
perpetrators of alien abduction is unconscionable. He has turned the whole affair into he said /
she said sort of spectacle, where two groups are guilty of throwing sand in a sandbox and both

sides claim innocence. Greer might think that he knows the intent of the aliens, but a review of
history with its many stories of fallen angelic antics is a serious error of judgment. Yes, while
making people radioactive and killing them is murder to the nth degree, you can’t cast every ill
of society on people alone, especially when Paul tells us in Ephesians that we do battle with the
spiritual entities and he (Paul) lays the blame of the ills of mankind as men being the puppets and
the fallen angels being the puppeteers.
Alexander Jones – Also known as Alex Jones is a radio talk show personality. He has had
Steven Greer on for numerous interviews. Most of the topics included the subject of the New
World Order and the order to keep secrets from the public. In other words, he was advocating for
disclosure in a broad form, but also disclosure of the UFO reality.
The Seventh Son – In folklore it is said that the seventh son of an uninterrupted male line is
endowed with special occult powers. In the David Jacobs book “They Walk Among Us,” Jacobs
asserts that witnesses of alien/human hybrids rarely see female hybrids. It would stand to reason
that if might have taken 7 generations of hybridization for the aliens (fallen angels) to produce
what Jacobs calls “hubreds,” creatures that look identical to humans in every way which would
make them the golden children, so to speak, of hybrid achievement. If Greer succeeds in pushing
through legislation to legalize these ultimate illegal aliens they could take over every sector of
society and never be known to be aliens. It is an interesting thought and sort of spooky too.
Ethyl-enedia-mine-triacetic Acid Side Effects – Steven Greer formally worked in a trauma
center. This compound is used in two things of a medical nature. It is used for heavy metal (e.g.
lead) toxicity and it is used in digoxin toxicity. Digoxin, often called digitalis has a very narrow
therapeutic window. In other words, it is easy to take too little or too much. Taking too much can

lead to cardiac arrest, which would land someone in a trauma center. Whether Greer ever used
this compound or not is unknown, but he certainly would be aware of it.
The Three Sevens – Do you remember when we looked at the numeric value that stood for
Forbidden Knowledge? Well, the number 777 ties in with that according to those who are into
numerology. Here is what the number is supposed to represent according to an occult source:
Sacred Wisdom Keeper — 777
777 is a sign of secret wisdom. You are the keeper of sacred spiritual knowledge. This
has been revealed to you because of your dedication to your spiritual path and the
Universe’s trust that your soul will share it with others as needed for their personal
evolutionary journey.
If you are seeing the number 777, it means that you are a great spiritual teacher.
Through your introspection, you’ve come to see how the spiritual and material worlds
are perfectly intertwined.
You’ve studied the spiritual principles that underlie the material world, and discovered
that spiritual transformation leads to transformation in the material world. 777 is a sign
that you understanding the true alchemy of the soul. You’ve learned how to transform
lead into gold, spiritually speaking.
The Universe is signaling that you are guide for other spiritual seekers who long to refine
their spiritual nature the way you have done. By discerning the voice of your intuition,
contemplating the unknown questions of life, and applying what you discover, you’ve
truly made noteworthy spiritual developments.

Now, it is time for you to be a sacred wisdom keeper and teacher for others who wish to
follow the path you have taken. You will be noticing more people are coming to you for
spiritual advice, and being receptive to the insight you have to share.
Seeing 777 on your spiritual path indicates you’ve ascended from student to teacher. You
have been divinely given hidden knowledge that is only accessible through meaningful
spiritual contemplation. The Universe trusts you will use this knowledge for the highest
good and continue to share it for the betterment of humanity.
Remember now that this is occultic thinking, but everything occult stems from the
knowledge that fallen angels give to mankind. So, according to what is written by these people, a
person who meditates often can gain secret knowledge. The fact that their number is 777
according to them, is that it denotes that the holder of that number is free to reveal the secret
knowledge to those they think worthy of receiving it. We learned from Greer’s bio that he taught
TM so he an adept. Since he has had some sort of communion with otherworldly beings they
have given him information that they want him to know and it appears that he feels the freedom
to share both in the knowledge of UFOs (their knowledge) and what their plans are and how
Steven is supposed to work their agenda into our society. [Source: https://
www.moonomens.com/decoding-the-spiritual-meaning-of-7777/]
Over The Target – Steven Greer, when it comes to Full Disclosure of Alien Life and UFO
visitation is right over the target, and he’s been over the target for decades. His targets are the
governments of this world, The United Nations, various religions, and certain segments of
society, but even though he’s over the target it appears that he’s dropping bombs that are duds.
Why are they duds? Well, he’s preaching to the choir, so to speak. Most if not all of the entities
mentioned above know the truth, but they’re not allowed to release that information. Why can’t

they release it? Well, maybe it’s because Greer’s truth would upset many world religions, though
the presence of aliens could justify most religions. The governments might not want to have a
panic on their hands, but I think it’s safe to say that society, at least here in America would
welcome the revelation of aliens, that is if they keep their disguise as aliens. Ask people in
churches. Very few of the faithful believe that we are a special creation of Yahweh. Yes, Greer is
over the target, but while his targets have their shields up and at full power, Greer’s truth won’t
be allowed to be acknowledged. Oh, and since it is fallen angels that rule the world right now,
maybe they don’t want the truth to come out yet. Imagine that.
Don’t Know Him – This could be a reference that Greer doesn’t know and has never known of
Yeshua. HE grew up in Charlotte, North Carolina, a very Christian place, so it would probably
be better to state that Steven has denied the Godly faith in place of faith that space brothers will
save us from ourselves.
Savoy – I looked quite extensively to see how this name fits in numerically with Dr. Steven
Macon Greer. The definition of Savoy is:
a noble family of Italy that ruled over the duchy of Savoy and became the royal house of
Italy (1861–1946): the oldest reigning dynasty in Europe before the dissolution of the
Italian monarchy [Source: dictionary.com]
What I find interesting is that both Steven Greer and Michael Dolan, both men being
expolitical in nature, do not have family histories that one research. Like Dolan, it appears that
Greer just arrived on earth 65 years ago, with no father or mother, no siblings, or any other
relative. Why do such notable men not publish their heritage or family history is a mystery.

The Salvation of God – As I have mentioned in other gematria searches, there is one supreme
God and many minor demonic and fallen angelic entities that assert godhood. Where Steven
Greer is concerned, the salvation god is not the Biblical God but comes in the form of a pilot of a
UFO somewhere in the cosmos. There is a phony Jesus, that bills himself as Sanada Jesus who
blazes back and forth in a UFO throughout the universe, and perhaps that is the salvation god
that Greer is waiting for.
President-Elect Joe Biden – While I haven’t heard Joe Biden say that he will bring about full
disclosure, I doubt it seriously that he will take on the project. IT seems to be a project that
Presidents are warned away from.
Networking – Networking is something that Steven Greer excels at. Most adherents of a
supposed UFO reality and alien revelation do network with Greer. Even people like military
brass, heads of state, and others are part of the network. It seems that it’s perhaps the aliens
themselves that do not want to be revealed yet. Rest assured, that once a world crisis of great
magnitude arises, something like an extinction event, they will then disclose themselves to the
world.
Yeshua Ben Yair – This name is interesting. While I haven’t found anyone of note that could be
considered worthy of note here, the name does have a meaning. Yeshua is Hebrew for Salvation.
Ben is Hebrew for Son and Yair is Hebrew for He Shall Enlighten. Could this be the name of the
Son of Perdition that will come to this world as a counterfeit of Yeshua Ha Mashiach? His name
is Salvation’s Son Will Enlighten. Enlighten means to bring light to. Lucifer means Light Bearer.
Is this a man who will come with the light of the light bearer to bring a false sense of salvation,
only to throw the world into chaos and mourning?

So Obvious – Many things are obvious to those who are searching for the truth. To those of us
with discernment, we see Greer’s quest one that will introduce fallen angels and demons into our
society, and they will be accepted by a wicked generation. For Greer, it is most likely obvious
that his quest is just and that he’s doing the world a favor, or himself some notoriety.
Greed And Power – This phrase is applicable in so many ways. First off, these so-called aliens
are not our benefactors. They are coming here to take over, to exert great power over the human
race, and to take anything that they please. They did this before the flood, after the flood and
they’re going to do it again in our modern era. They have been doing it throughout our history,
but at the end of the age, they will intensify their efforts. As for Greer, can you imagine the
power that he will receive as the person that advocated for and fought for the rights of these
beings to manifest on Earth and be accepted? He will be offered anything and everything that he
ever wanted. I hear that the office of a false prophet is vacant.

